How do we measure this progress? There are no ready-made "scales" to gauge the length, breadth and depth of progress. Perhaps, we can measure this by looking backward, not forwards. It should be measured by where we are now compared to where we used to be. [1] We have effectively increased numbers in our "tribe" by about eight times and most reared (trained) in the newly created "celestial abodes" (vascular training centers). Pilgrims have progressed and burgeoned! The next obvious question -has the quality increased in tandem with the quantity? And what measures are employed and supports provided to progressively increase the quality? Of course, it is heartening to see each institution adopt rapidly changing methods of patient care into their teaching curriculum. More importantly, VSI has provided credible platforms for advancing the skills and knowledge of the trainees. Numerous young vascular surgeons have benefitted from "hands-on" overseas Fellowship programs mostly in UK, Ireland, and Austria.
Recently conducted "mid-term conference" in Bengaluru truly showcased the quality our young trainees have achieved, apart from a very large numbers (over a 100) of presentation. Yes, this augurs well for continuing "Progress" in both quantity and quality of presentations. Indeed, this provided the impetus for this Editorial.
These unique mid-term conferences envisaged about 10 years back, are entirely focused toward vascular trainees providing them the opportunity to present their original work and take part in a rather extensive quiz and other competitive presentations. This involves podium presentation for 5 Minutes on topics given to them ahead of time. The quiz competition to individuals and institutions truly tests the depth of their knowledge. The extempore presentation on topics picked only 15 Minutes before their presentation would challenge even some of the senior members. There are prizes for best individual presentation and a rolling trophy for the institution, which scores highest in all the arenas combined. The quality, apart from quantity, of presentations from these young vascular surgeons in training, has immensely improved over the years and continues to attain higher standards. Now, many of their presentations are accepted in reputed vascular conferences across the world.
Yes, the Pilgrims have arrived, but continue to March on. Unlike John Bunyon's single metaphorical hero, we have many protagonists who keep climbing, since their "celestial abode" is always at a greater level! "Progress is the law of nature … The great fact to remember is that the trend of civilization itself is forever upwards… " -Dr. Endicott Peabody,
As recalled by his famed student Franklin Delano Roosevelt
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